English
Phonics phases 3/4/5
Class Author- Jill Murphy

Topic

Maths These areas of study are explored with varied

ARCTIC ADVENTURES

GEOGRAPHY To explore the Arctic Circle, the climate in the Arctic, the
Arctic’s physical features, the animals living there. To look at the cities and
towns and compare to a city in the UK.

Orally compose and write more

and how they adapt to their habitat to survive. To explore ice and its
properties and investigate icebergs.
ART To investigate colours and colourful Arctic landscapes, explore the

capital letters and full stops.

Aurora Borealis (Northern Lights) and Inuit sculptures and prints

Read and follow an explanation text
and write a simple explanation text.

HISTORY To understand the traditional Inuit way of life and the changes

place.

COMPUTING

over time and learn about the Arctic explorers.

E-communication -Internet Safety Week.

DT To be able to design, make and test an Inuit style boat.

Digital research- Espresso

Form lower case letters in the correct
way, starting and finishing in the right

Multiples of 2,5and 10
Measurement of length, height and weight.

detailed sentences with finger spaces,

Write a simple story.

Addition and subtraction within 20.
Place Value within 50

SCIENCE To identify and group Arctic animals, explore their characteristics
Read and listen to traditional stories.

fluency, reasoning and problem solving activities.

Year One

Games and PE

Gymnastics- Animal
antics

Mrs Riley/Mrs Dutch

Games- Hockey, Rugby,
Dodgeball

Miss Scott
Spring Term

PHSCE
SEAL Unit ‘Going for Goals!': to know we learn in different

Topic Weather patterns

'Digital imagery skills, writing text presenting work using
multi-media.
Data handling- graphs
Logo and Control- directions

Religion
Special People: to know the special people in our lives who
help us; to know in church, we meet people who do special

ways; to choose realistic goals: to explore strengths in our

to know the difference between seasonal/daily patterns in

jobs as we gather to celebrate the Good News of Jesus at

learning; to resist distractions and think of solutions to

the UK, weather patterns in different locations of UK and

Mass.

problems.

compare weather in other parts of the world (Polar

SEAL Unit ‘Good to be me’: to know and feel proud of own

regions and the Equator)

Meals: to explore how families and groups share special meals;
to know Mass as Jesus’ meal, the story of 'The Last Supper' and
the 'Our Father'.

gifts/talents; to celebrate those of others.; to recognise feeling
anxious/worried and explain some things that help overcome

Topic Eat more fruit and vegetables

this.

to explore favourite fruit/vegetables, taste and describe the
flavours, design a recipe, then make and evaluate it.

Change: to explore how we change and grow; to know Lent as
a time to change in preparation for the celebration of Easter.

